Eukaryotes assemble a microtubule-based spindle apparatus that separates chromosomes into daughter cells during cell division. Although studies of how spindle microtubules capture kinetochores of chromosomes in mitosis have reached the molecular level, there is limited understanding of how chromo some segregation is coordinated with other cellular changes during cell division. For example, it is unclear how, in animal cells, disassembled nuclear membranes are initially absorbed by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and then reassembled into a new nuclear envelope. Golgi membranes are known to distribute throughout the mitotic spindle, but the relationship between Golgi and ER and how Golgi membranes are inherited remain subject to debate 1 . Consequently, it is unclear how signalling pathways use membrane trafficking systems to coordinate their functions in mitosis. Therefore, it is important to broaden the study of mitosis beyond microtubules and kinetochores. Recent efforts towards probing how nonmicrotubule components of the spindle, collectively called the spindle matrix, behave and function during mitosis indicate that different cellular compartments work together to ensure proper cell division.
I review these studies in the context of the different forms of mitosis that have evolved in eukaryotes -open, partially open and closed mitosis -and propose a unified model for the spindle matrix coordinating the segregation of genetic material, which provides a conceptual framework for studying eukaryotic cell division in a developmental context. . The idea of an existing spindle matrix was initially suggested by the study of open mitosis. Studies of isolated mitotic spindles from synchronized sea urchin eggs in the 1960s led to the observation that non-microtubule material surrounds mitotic spindles, which are defined by microtubules, over a large area 3, 4 . This non-microtubule material retains a shape that is reminiscent of spindles even after microtubule disassembly 5, 6 . These studies led to the idea that whereas some of the non-microtubule material could be passive passengers that use spindle microtubules for their partitioning into daughter cells, some could function as a spindle matrix to tether mitotic regulators and/or as a mechanical element to hold the spindle microtubules together.
Evidence for a continuous elastic spindle matrix. One key feature of a metaphase spindle is its ability to balance all forces within itself to maintain a steady-state length and shape 7 . Mechanical perturbation experiments have revealed that spindle micro tubules seem to be under external compression. When several kinetochore microtubules in one half of a spindle were severed with ultra violet microbeams, the irradiated half of the spindle shortened, the spindle pole moved towards the kinetochores and the remaining intact kinetochore microtubules bent 8 (FIG. 2a) . Similar compression of microtubules was also seen using the caged microtubule depolymerizing drug 105D 9 . The gradual depolymerization of micro tubules resulted in spindle shortening and the bending or buckling of remaining microtubules. This suggests that a continuous and elastic spindle matrix exists, which is under mechanical stress created by spindle micro tubules. When forces exerted by microtubules are reduced, the spindle matrix contracts, which causes the remaining microtubules to bend and buckle (FIG. 2a) .
A spindle matrix aligning spindle micro tubules. Additional experiments have led to speculation about the nature and function of a spindle matrix that aligns along microtubules in insect cells. When a kinetochore microtubule fibre was severed by irradiation, the kinetochore still moved polewards despite lacking connections to the pole 8 . Although this movement could be mediated by an interaction of the kinetochore stub with interpolar microtubules, a spindle matrix that aligns along spindle microtubules was also proposed as a mechanical element that mediates the interaction and movement of the broken kinetochore towards the pole 8 (FIG. 2b) .
Recent studies of the spindle matrix
The above experiments suggest the possibility that certain non-microtubule structures could both surround the spindle and align along microtubules inside the spindle to facilitate cell division. However, for many years the lack of molecular and structural insights about the spindle matrix has made its existence a subject of debate. Below, I discuss the recent progress in studying the spindle matrix in partially open and open mitosis that has provided strong support for the function of this structure. (FIG. 3a) .
RnA interference and genetic analyses of Megator, Chromator and East have revealed that reduced levels of each of these proteins lead to mitotic defects, including problems in spindle elongation, chromosome alignment and spindle pole focusing 14, 15 . Interestingly, Megator and its mammalian orthologue, the nucleoporin TPR (translocated promoter region), interact with the spindle assembly checkpoint proteins MAD1 (also known as TXBP181) and MAD2 (ReFs 14, 16) . Megator, Chromator and TPR facilitate the efficient loading of MAD1 and MAD2 onto unattached kinetochores to strengthen the spindle assembly checkpoint.
The studies in D. melanogaster show that a non-microtubule matrix-like structure formed by nuclear proteins does exist in spindle microtubules to functionally tether spindle regulators. It remains unclear whether this structure could interact with kinetochore microtubules to mechanically regulate chromosome segregation. The identi fication of molecular components should promote further study of the structure of this internal spindle matrix and its interaction with spindle microtubules.
The spindle matrix localized to spindle poles. nuclear and mitotic apparatus protein (nuMA) is a nuclear protein in interphase and becomes localized to spindle poles during mitosis. nuMA seems to influence higher-order chromatin organization and epithelial differentiation in mammals 17 .
In vertebrate open mitosis, nuMA functions to bundle microtubule minus ends into focused spindle poles [18] [19] [20] . nuMA can both self-associate and associate with other nuclear proteins in interphase 21 . In mitosis, it directly binds to microtubules and is transported to microtubule minus ends by the motor protein dynein. Oligomerization of nuMA at the minus ends of microtubules seems to facilitate the bundling of micro tubules into focused spindle poles.
Interestingly, nuMA also binds the spindle pole-localized poly-ADP ribose polymerase 5a (PARP5A; also known as tankyrase 1) and becomes posttranslationall y modified by PARP5A to carry poly-ADP ribose chains 22 . Poly-ADP ribose is present in spindles assembled in Xenopus laevis egg extracts and is concentrated at spindle poles in tissue culture cells 23, 24 . As poly-ADP ribose is required for spindle pole focusing in X. laevis egg extracts, poly-ADP ribose-modified nuMA may form a network at spindle poles (FIG. 3b) . Poly-ADP ribose in spindles exhibits slower turnover than tubulins 23 , suggesting that this network is separate from microtubules and that it functions as a spindle matrix to maintain spindle poles.
Lamin B: part of a membranous spindle matrix. Lamin B in metazoans forms a filamentous network in interphase nuclei called the nuclear lamina 25 . In interphase, lamin B has well-established functions in regulating transcription, DnA replication, chromatin organization and nuclear integrity 25 . In partially open mitosis, most of the nuclear lamin B and nuclear envelope remain intact, enclosing spindles from prometaphase through metaphase. In open mitosis, the disassembled lamin B is transported to spindle poles along microtubules during prometaphase. By metaphase, lamin B surrounds the spindle and is concentrated at spindle poles 26, 27 . Recently, using in vitro spindle assembly assays in X. laevis egg extracts, lamin B was shown to associate with spindles (FIG. 3c) and to have mitosis-specific functions in facilitating both spindle pole focusing and maintaining spindle length [28] [29] [30] . After microtubule depolymerization by nocodazole, lamin B remains in a matrix-like network (FIG. 3c) that can stimulate microtubule assembly from purified tubulins. Perturbation experi ments using dominant-negative lamin B suggest that self-association of lamin B, which requires RAn-GTP, is important for its function in maintaining spindle shape and length. Eukaryotes have evolved various forms of mitosis to coordinate nuclear morphogenesis with mitotic spindle assembly. a | closed mitosis, which is found in lower eukaryotes such as the fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae, refers to mitosis in which nuclear envelope does not breakdown during spindle assembly and chromosome segregation. spindle pole bodies (not shown) embedded in the nuclear envelope nucleate cytoplasmic micro tubules, which interact with the cell cortex, and nuclear microtubules, which interact with one another or kinetochores of chromosomes. After chromosome segregation, the nucleus undergoes karyokinesis to form two daughter nuclei (not shown). b | An example of partially open mitosis can be found in Drosophila melanogaster early syncytial embryos, in which all nuclei occupy the same cytoplasm. During mitosis, plasma membrane invaginations (small arrows) separate spindles formed by different nuclei. two adjacent nuclei undergoing mitosis are depicted. the microtubules nucleated from the centrosomes invade the nuclear space through two openings on the nuclear envelope to form spindles that are surrounded by the nuclear envelope. During anaphase, the nuclear envelope undergoes further disassembly and is then reassembled during telophase (not shown). c | the assembly of the mitotic spindle during open mitosis, found in vertebrates, is accompanied by a complete disassembly of the nuclear envelope during prometaphase (for more details, see BOX 1) . A spindle assembly assay was developed to determine the lamin B spindle matrix proteome from X. laevis egg extracts. This assay uses magnetic beads coated with the mitotic kinase Aurora A to stimulate formation of spindle-like structures in the presence of RAn-GTP in egg extracts, enabling the use of magnets to recover bead-associated spindle matrix after microtubule depolymerization 31, 32 . The isolated spindle matrix can be labelled by membrane dye and is completely disrupted by detergent treatment, suggesting that the matrix is a membranous network 29 .
Further analyses revealed that the isolated spindle matrix contains lamin B, poly-ADP ribose, nucleoporins and various spindle assembly factors, including mitotic kinesin EG5 (also known as KIF11), nuMA, the motor protein dynein and its regulator nudel 28, 29 . Interestingly, some of the nucleoporins have recently been shown to regulate spindle morphology in X. laevis egg extracts 33 . Moreover, dynein interacts with lamin B in part through nudel. Dynein, nudel and microtubules are all required for the assembly of lamin B into the membranous spindle matrix that associates with spindles assembled in egg extracts 28 (FIG. 4) .
Recent studies in D. melanogaster early embryos revealed that the lamin B-containing nuclear envelope surrounds spindles to increase the robustness of motor-mediated balancing forces at spindle microtubules. Either disrupting or over-stabilizing lamin B in this envelope perturbed spindle length maintenance. Mathematical modelling suggests that the lamin B-containing envelope functions as an elastic spring to enhance spindle length control by buffering fluctuations in motor activities 34 .
Although spindles in open mitosis are not surrounded by a well-defined lamin B envelope, the membranous lamin B network is known to surround spindles in vertebrate tissue culture cells and in X. laevis egg extracts. By analysing spindle morphology and microtubule flux in spindles assembled in egg extracts, we found that lamin B indeed functions in a network surrounding spindles to maintain spindle length and bipolarity by restraining EG5-driven microtubule sliding (B. Goodman and y.Z., unpublished observations). Therefore, a spindle matrix containing lamin B seems to function similarly in both partially open and open mitosis.
Membranes and the spindle matrix. The membranous nature of the lamin B spindle matrix suggests that proper organization of certain mitotic membranes could be important for spindle morphology. Consistent with this idea, perturbation of several membrane-associated proteins has been shown to cause defects in spindle morphology [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Recently, the membrane bending activity of epsin 1, an endocytic adaptor protein, has been shown to regulate both mitotic membrane organization and spindle pole focusing 43 . As the membrane-bending activity of epsin 1 also facilitates spindle assembly in X. laevis egg extracts, this study provides evidence that proper membrane organization directly influences spindle morphogenesis.
Box 1 | Spindle assembly in open mitosis
Mitosis can be divided into five stages: prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase. As cells prepare for division during prophase, two centrosomes nucleate astral microtubule arrays that interact with the cell cortex and nuclear envelope, while chromatin undergoes condensation to form mitotic chromosomes. During this period, the nuclear envelope remains intact, with the GTP-bound RAN GTPase concentrated inside the nucleus (see the figure) . Nuclear envelope breakdown marks the onset of prometaphase. The disassembly of the nuclear envelope allows RAN-GTP to diffuse away from chromosomes, forming a gradient around chromatin that functions to promote microtubule assembly towards condensed chromosomes during spindle assembly. With the help of motor proteins, such as dynein and kinesins, and non-motor microtubuleassociated proteins, such as nuclear mitotic apparatus protein (NUMA) and targeting protein for XKLP2 (TPX2), microtubules either interact with each other to form interpolar microtubules or capture kinetochores of condensed chromosomes to form kinetochore microtubules [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . The two centrosomes (or spindle pole bodies in closed mitosis in fungi) that help to organize minus ends of microtubules to form spindle poles nucleate the astral array of microtubules, which interacts with cytoplasmic structures and the cell cortex to help position the spindle 60 . Metaphase is characterized by all chromosomes becoming captured by kinetochore microtubules from opposite poles and aligning in the centre of the spindle. The aligned sister chromosomes separate from one another during anaphase. During telophase, two sets of sister chromosomes undergo de-condensation, with RAN GTPase regulating nuclear envelope reassembly, while the two daughter cells remain connected by the midbody, which contains microtubules. The plus and minus ends of microtubules are located distally and proximally to centrosomes, respectively. Analyzing the mitotic localization of proteins known to associate with the ER, Golgi or nuclear envelope suggests that epsin 1 facilitates the organization of mitotic membranes that have ER features 43 . Therefore, proteins such as epsin 1 may be required to organize lamin B-containing ER and/or nuclear membranes around mitotic spindles to facilitate their functions as a spindle matrix. Further study of the mitotic functions of membrane-bending proteins such as epsin 1 should shed light on how mitotic membranes influence microtubule assembly and how microtubules may in turn regulate the segregation of membrane compartments into daughter cells.
The spindle matrix: a unified model
The above studies have revealed that the membranous spindle matrix in partially open and open mitosis contains several nuclear proteins. Whereas some of these proteins, such as Megator, function to tether regulators of mitosis in spindle microtubules, other proteins, such as lamin B and nuMA, could function in a network that surrounds spindles to control spindle length and morphology. In partially open mitosis, the spindle matrix includes both a lamin B-containing envelope that surrounds spindles to balance motor forces and an internal matrix containing nuclear proteins such as Megator and Skeletor that regulates spindle assembly factors in microtubules (FIG. 4b) .
In open mitosis, although the nuclear envelope and lamina completely disassemble, RAn-GTP, microtubules and dynein function to drive the assembly and organ ization of the lamin B-containing membranous network around spindles 28 . This network has a similar role to the spindle envelope in partially open mitosis (FIG. 4c) . This spindle matrix in open mitosis includes nuMA and poly-ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) at spindle poles and the membranous lamin B network surrounding the spindle. Together, they function as a physical barrier to restrain motor-driven microtubule movements in the spindle, which in turn facilitates the maintenance of spindle length and morphology.
Although no internal spindle matrix similar to the one made of the nuclear proteins such as Megator and Skeletor in early embryos (FIG. 4b) has been found in D. melanogaster vertebrate mitosis, I propose that the lamin B spindle matrix could facilitate the spindle microtubuleassociation of nuclear proteins such as TPR (the orthologue of the D. melanogaster Megator protein) to carry out the same roles. In this regard, it is interesting to note that several nuclear proteins have been shown to directly regulate spindle microtubules in open mitosis 44, 45 . It would be interesting to study whether perturbation of the lamin B spindle matrix could affect the functions of these nuclear proteins in mitosis.
Based on the analogy between the spindle envelope in partially open mitosis and the lamin B spindle matrix in open mitosis, I suggest that the spindle matrix in both mitoses shares a function similar to that of the mitotic nucleus in closed mitosis -to coordinate spindle morphogenesis with cell division (FIG. 4a) . This idea could help explain why numerous nuclear and membrane proteins with well-known functions in interphase also influence mitotic spindle assembly. Below, I discuss how the nucleus in closed mitosis can be viewed as a membranous spindle matrix and how the unified idea of this network could help in the study of mitosis in the broader context of cell division.
Similar roles of RAN in different mitoses.
One function of the RAn GTPase is to regulate nuclear envelope reassembly in organisms that undergo open mitosis 46, 47 
. Interestingly, studies have shown that RAn-GTP is also required for assembly and maintenance of the lamin B spindle matrix 29 .
As the lamin B spindle matrix contains nucleoporins and other nuclear proteins 28 , Figure 2 | Two types of spindle matrices in open mitosis, as revealed by physical perturbations. a | An elastic spindle matrix surrounds spindle microtubules, as revealed by cutting a few kinetochore microtubules in a metaphase spindle by ultraviolet (Uv) irradiation. After irradiating one half of the spindle (top half), the uncut microtubules in this half curve back, causing shortening of the half spindle. this suggests that the elastic spindle matrix is normally stretched by spindle microtubules. When this stretching force is reduced, the spindle matrix would collapse onto spindle microtubules, causing them to bend and buckle. An elastic and continuous spindle matrix that permeates the spindle microtubules could also carry out the same function but has been omitted from this figure for simplicity. the arrows in the right panel show the direction of the compression force from the contracting matrix that causes the shrinking of the half spindle. b | A speculative spindle matrix aligns along kinetochore microtubules. Uv irradiation of the indicated kinetochore microtubule did not block this kinetochore from moving to spindle poles during anaphase of insect cell mitosis. the arrow in the right panel shows the direction of movement of the kinetochore with a microtubule stub. I propose that spindle matrix assembly is the first step towards nuclear re-assembly in open mitosis. Soon after nuclear en velope breakdown, RAn-GTP generated on mitotic chromosomes and dynein facilitate the organization of membranes and proteins involved in nuclear re-assembly around microtubules, leading to the formation of the spindle matrix (FIG. 3c; FIG. 4c ). This matrix functions first to maintain spindle morphology and then as a precursor to nuclear envelope reassembly at the end of mitosis. In closed mitosis, dynein is not essential for spindle assembly but is required for spindle positioning 48 . This is probably because the nuclear envelope does not breakdown, obviating the need for spindle matrix assembly. Spindle elongation in closed mitosis is accompanied by the expansion of the nuclear envelope, which would require RAn-GTP and the reorganization of the ER and nuclear envelope. Indeed, studies of Schizosaccharomyces pombe, which undergoes closed mitosis, showed that disrupting RAn-GTP production by a mutation in the nuclear exchange factor for RAn results in nuclear envelope rupture as spindles elongate 49 . Such rupture can be partially rescued by slowing down spindle elongation by tubulin mutations or overexpressing HMG CoA reductase, which stimulates ER membrane expansion 49 . Interestingly, nuclear envelope rupture can also be remedied by reducing ER curvature through deletion of the ER membrane-bending protein reticulon 49 , which is also present on the isolated lamin B spindle matrix 28 . Reduced curvature in the ER may allow more ER to be incorporated into the flat nuclear membrane to accommodate spindle elongation. Therefore, although the nuclear envelope does not breakdown in closed mitosis, changes in the nuclear membrane and its associated ER regulated by RAn-GTPase and membrane-bending proteins do occur. Analogous to the assembly of the membranous spindle matrix, these changes are important for spindle morphogenesis.
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A shared tethering function of the spindle matrix. Similar to the membranous spindle matrix in open mitosis, the mitotic nucleus in closed mitosis can tether spindle assembly factors to coordinate spindle assembly and chromosome segregation. This is illustrated by a recent finding in Aspergillus nidulans, a filamentous fungus that undergoes closed mitosis. The A. nidulans nucleoporin Mlp1, like its orthologues D. melanogaster Megator and human TPR, is required to tether a pool of Mad2 close to kinetochores in mitosis 50 . As the tethering function of Mlp1 is independent of spindle assembly, the authors suggest that Mlp1 functions as part of a spindle matrix in the mitotic nucleus to tether Mad2.
A shared function in patterning cell division. In closed mitosis, the nuclear envelope retains its interphase morphology, which could be used to demarcate cell division. Consistent with this idea, during closed the nuclear proteins skeletor, Megator, East and chromator interact with each other to form an internal spindle matrix that colocalizes with microtubules of the spindle throughout mitosis in D. melanogaster syncytial embryos. the organization of these proteins in the matrix is currently unknown, but after microtubule disassembly by microtubule depolymerization drugs such as nocodazole, this network remains intact. One function of the D. melanogaster spindle matrix is to tether the spindle assembly checkpoint proteins MAD1 (also known as tXBP181) and MAD2 to facilitate their binding to kineto chores. this internal spindle matrix is surrounded by a spindle envelope containing lamin B and the nuclear membrane. the spindle envelope has recently been shown to function as an elastic spindle matrix. b | the spindle pole matrix formed by polyADP ribosemodified nuclear mitotic apparatus pro tein (NUMA) in vertebrates that carry out open mitosis. NUMA localizes to the nucleus in interphase (not shown). in mitosis, polyADP ribose polymerase 5A (PARP5A; also known as tankyrase 1) catalyses the covalent modification of NUMA by polyADP ribose. Modified NUMA is transported to the minus ends of microtubules in early prometaphase, when the nuclear envelope starts to breakdown (left), to assemble into a network to facilitate the interactions of microtubule minus ends to form focused spindle poles (right). c | Lamin B spindle matrix localizes to spindles assembled from sperm chromatin (left) or Aurora A beads (centre; green). Aurora A spindles were treated with nocodazole and, after microtubule depolymerization, the spindle matrix that remains associated with Aurora A beads was stained using antibodies to lamin B and dynein (right panels; Aurora A beads in green and red). mitosis of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a diffusion barrier is formed in the mitotic nuclear envelope by the polymerization of septin proteins to limit the segregation of pre-existing old nuclear pores to the mother cells 51 . As the old nuclear pores tether the age-causing extrachromosomal ribosomal DnA circles and preferentially segregate them into the older mother cells, the nuclear envelope functions to regulate this unique form of asymmetric cell division, ensuring the production of a younger daughter cell.
By analogy, I propose that assembly of a membranous spindle matrix in open mitosis could allow the organization of membrane compartments, nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins, and RnAs around the spindle for proper partitioning. Indeed, the isolated X. laevis spindle matrix contains signalling molecules and transcription factors known to regulate cell fate specification during development 28 . By tethering to the spindle matrix, these factors could help to maintain the epigenetic memory of mitotic chromosomes. Such tethering could also allow the factors to be partitioned either symmetrically or asymmetrically into daughter cells. In this context, it is interesting to note that dynein, nuMA and the polarity protein partitioning def ective 3 (PAR3), which are all present on the isolated spindle matrix, have been found to regulate spindle positioning and asymmetric cell division in several organisms 52 . As dynein is required for spindle matrix assembly, it is possible that other proteins involved in asymmetric cell division function in part to regulate assembly of the spindle matrix and spindle morphology during organism development.
Conclusions and perspectives
A mitotic spindle matrix was proposed decades ago as a tensile element and tether that regulates spindle assembly and chromosome segregation in open mitosis. However, the difficulty in defining the molecular nature of this matrix and the prevailing scepticism that spindle assembly requires structures beyond microtubules have resulted in little progress until recently. Studies in the past several years in different systems have provided strong support for the existence of a membranous spindle matrix, which functions alongside microtubules to regulate spindle pole focusing, spindle force balancing and spindle assembly checkpoints.
The emerging theme is that the spindle matrix is a membranous structure that contains several nuclear proteins, including lamin B, nuMA and Megator or its orthologue, TPR. In open mitosis, the assembly of this structure requires RAn-GTP, dynein and microtubules. As a result, the membranous spindle matrix is probably dynamic and could lose many structural features after microtubule depolymerization. In partially open mitosis, the spindle matrix contains nuclear proteins and the partially disassembled nuclear envelope, which contains lamin B. Although there is no nuclear lamina in organisms undergoing closed mitosis, the intact nuclear envelope and nuclear proteins seem to carry out equivalent functions of a membranous spindle matrix. Further study of the assembly, organization and function of the membranous spindle matrix will not only improve our knowledge of chromosome segregation but may also uncover new principles of mitotic cellular organization that allow the transfer or modification of cell fates through successive cell divisions.
Exploring this new frontier will require researchers to broaden the study of mitosis to include proteins with known functions in interphase nuclei, interphase membrane trafficking and signalling. To establish their mitosis-specific roles, use of the existing in vitro spindle assembly system in X. laevis egg extracts and the development of new systems will be vital. new methods to visualize membrane compartments and mitotic chromatin are also needed to explore how different cellular structures affect cell partitioning. Finally, it is important to note that spindle morphology defects caused by a perturbed spindle matrix may not affect equal chromosome segregation, but could affect the ability of mitotic spindles to re orient to ensure asymmetric cell division during development. It is therefore important to begin studying how spindle matrix components could influence mitotic spindle positioning, and symmetric and asymmetric cell divisions in a developmental context. These efforts will fuel new discoveries that should bring the poorly defined mitotic cellular structures into a sharper focus. 
